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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Since 2015, the Soul of the Next Economy Forum has featured an Executive Roundtable event focused on the topic of 
corporate social responsibility (CSR). Each year, this event has proven to be a valuable part of the two day Forum and 
has left participants with informative take-aways and action points. The goal of this Roundtable event, which has been 
co-led by Black Diamond Group and the Calgary Chamber of Commerce, is to “bring together diverse leaders in the 
business community with non-profit sectors, government, indigenous communities and educational institutions to discuss 
corporate social responsibility and the role business has in enhancing communities both locally and globally” (Soul of the 
Next Economy Forum, 2016). This past year, after a welcome from Calgary Mayor Naheed Nenshi, the event began with 
a moderated Executive Roundtable discussion which gave Forum attendees the opportunity to engage with the business 
or community leader table host at their respective tables in conversations around CSR. This was followed by a panel 
discussion with a selection of business leaders from the Calgary area moderated by Suzanne West, President and CEO 
of Imaginea Energy. The event concluded with a keynote addressed from Philip Haid of PUBLIC Inc.

Type of organizations represented: The 2016 Roundtable saw business leader table hosts from a wide range of 
industries including legal, telecommunications, housing development, banking, food service, oil and gas, technology, sport 
and broadcasting. Community leader table hosts came from government, non-profits and academic institutions. Forum 
attendees came from a similar array of organizations.

This report outlines some of the feedback gathered from the 2016 Roundtable event.
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Not surprisingly, the most frequently 
mentioned economic challenge was 
the state of the job market in Calgary. 
Layoffs, low staffing levels, and lack of 
jobs were all mentioned. 

Debate: 
Several tables also identified the 
proposed minimum wage increase 
in Alberta as a challenge affecting 
businesses and individuals alike. One 
table mentioned that an increase in 
minimum wage makes it less difficult 
for less experienced, less educated, 
and/or younger people to get entry 
level jobs because there are no lower 
paying jobs. Others identified minimum 
wage increases as both a challenge 
and opportunity, arguing that while 
minimum wage remains a challenge 
for small businesses, it shouldn’t be 
a challenge for bigger businesses 
who are capable of paying not only a 
minimum wage, but a living wage. 

15/39 tables talked about pressure 
companies face to reduce costs in 
order to increase or maintain current 
levels of profits or minimize the 
decrease in profits experienced during 
economic downturns. 

First things to go: 
Training and CSR initiatives (funding 
community programs, supporting 

ECONOMIC CHALLENGES: 
• Increase in Canada’s national debt
• Increased taxes
• Regulatory uncertainty
• Climate change
• Cost of greenhouse initiatives
• U.S. political challenges

BIGGEST CHALLENGES: Economy and financial constraints. Organizational 
structure and culture. Communication.

ROUND 1 - CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES & 
INNOVATION
In the current economy, what additional challenges are 
presented in the context of responsible business? 

charities, and pursuing environmental 
initiatives). Whether the profit motive 
was viewed as the antithesis of 
responsible business or whether 
responsible choices were found to be 
costly choices, the general consensus 
remained the same: cost constraints 
are a big factor in business decisions. 
When costs increase and profits (or 
funding in the case of non-profits) 
decrease, either factor can threaten 
responsible business practices. 

Possible solution: 
Take the long range view. Forming 
community relationships takes time, 
longer than a single fiscal period. 
The benefit of those relationships 
can’t always be reported in the 
short reporting periods required by 
traditional business practices, making 
it difficult for companies to make long 
term decisions in which the gains may 
not be realized for several years and 
the company may in fact experience 
a temporary decrease in profits. 
Investors reacting to the short term 
don’t like to see that.  

NOTABLE QUOTE:
“GDP cannot be the only 

measuring factor taken into 
consideration when defining an 

organization’s success”.

Questions asked during 
the moderated Roundtable 

discussions:

In the current economy, what 
additional challenges are 
presented in the context of 
responsible business? What are 
the opportunities?

How can we harness innovations 
that will further social, economic, 
and environmental interests and 
the bottom line? 

How can industry work with 
government, non-profits, and 
academic institutions to contribute 
to our local community?

What is on the horizon for your 
organization in terms of being 
stewards of the public interest in 
Calgary?

How do global initiatives like the 
2015 Sustainable Development 
Goals impact or influence your 
organization?

How do you tell your story about 
progress and your challenges in 
strengthening your industry and 
the world we live in?

Helle Bank Jorgensen, President - Global Compact Network



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
AND CULTURE CHALLENGES:
Organizational structure and culture 
were also identified as a challenge. 
One table discussed the importance 
of building sustainability into all levels 
of business operations in order to 
create an organizational culture 
that supports responsible business. 
Disparity between CEO and low 
level job salaries as well as the value 
assigned to jobs in different industries 
can circumvent this. 

Other challenges: 
Unaccountability within corporations, 
bureaucracy getting in the way of 
innovation, moving from a competitive 
to collaborative model with more 
permeable boundaries. 

NOTABLE QUOTES:

“Policy and businesses have an 
interest in creating social goals, 
but this does not mean this is 

integrated into the bottom line.” 
All of these organizational factors 
make adopting new responsible 

business practices more of 
a challenge. Ultimately, the 

challenge is for organizations to 
have the “courage to step out of 

the box and do things differently”.

COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES: 
What is communicated – 
communicating the value of 
responsible business practices to 
investors, customers and employees. 

How information is communicated 
– need for authentic communication 
both up and down the organizational 
hierarchy. 

How information is gathered – 
“misinformation coming from the 
media”, reliability of social media 
as a source of information, “media 
constraint” in terms of the difficulties 
creating a holistic perspective on 
issues such as climate change and 
consumer choices when each media 
platform operates with a bias or 
agenda. 

Education was also highlighted – 
educating businesses on the benefits 
of looking bigger and educating 
consumers – which requires 
understanding the different belief 
systems that people filter information 
through.

ON COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT: 
Need for “continuity of support” 
and the challenge to responsibility 
when there are cuts in support 
from the community and pervading 
culture. Responsible businesses 
“need community to support local 
business, but the community around 
the business may not have the tools 
to enable them to participate”, so it 
is a two way street. Organizations 
need to have the capacity to support 
the community and the community 
needs to have the capacity to support 
responsible organizations.

OTHER IDEAS - SOUND BITES: 
Navigating individual priorities, 
perceptions, expectations, and beliefs 
– look at the beliefs and mindsets that 
drive behaviour. 

Fear of change – fear around being 
paralyzed into inaction. 

Shareholder expectations as the most 
daunting challenge to juggle when 
pursuing responsible business. 

Do we have enough time? 

How do we redefine the purpose of 
business from what it has been in 
the past towards more responsible 
business?  

OTHER CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED:
• Mental health
• Separation from culture
• “Maslow’s hierarchy is lowered 

down” 
• Challenges for growth of small 

business and the pressure of 
getting a product to market

• “Definition of responsible business 
changes with demand economy” 

“The thought of ‘giving back’ 
insinuates that something was 

taken”. 

“The more responsible you are, 
the more connected with reality 

you are. It builds loyalty. You can 
see problems better.”

“There is a false dichotomy here 
that to be a profitable business 

requires not treating people well.  
Can we do well by doing good?”

- Mayor Naheed Nenshi



BIGGEST OPPORTUNITIES: Education. Collaboration – sharing innovations, partnerships, investment opportunities. 
Changes in thinking. Diversity of people and resources. 

What are the opportunities?

EDUCATE different groups in 
responsible business practices – both 
internal and external groups. 

Ideas: Training and educating 
internally, providing education on a 
global scale, ensuring education is 
current, educating specific external 
groups (the example of First Nations 
was given) and educating on specific 
topics (renewables). 

COLLABORATE in regards to 
development goals, funding/resources, 
partnerships and problem solving. One 
table stated that the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) “create 
a framework for most countries to 
[collaborate]”. One table opined that, 
“solid partnerships reap more business 
opportunities”. Two tables made 
mention of the opportunity for better 
relationships between businesses and 
communities – “responsible business 
creates stronger communities for 
businesses to work with”. 

The opportunity for creative and 
innovative investment opportunities 
was also highlighted, whether this 
meant “investing in non-profits 
who better understand the needs 
of benefactors”, the opportunity for 
“broader more systemic financial help”, 
the economic opportunities created 
by sustainability, or the opportunity to 
“create longer term budgets for social 

aspects”.

CHANGES IN THINKING
Big questions: How do we change how 
success is measured and defined? 
How do we challenge the status quo? 
Some answers: Downturns encourage 
and often force people to find new 
creative ways to accomplish things. 
“Downturns cause entrepreneurs 
and innovation to spring up and 
causes people to think about how we 
can be more innovative with less”. 
They force us to nurture different 
ways of thinking about and defining 
profit and success. Opportunities to 
rethink entrepreneurship – “gaps are 
sometimes the biggest motivation for 
innovation”. 

DIVERSITY, both of people and 
resources, was another area of 
opportunity identified. Hiring and 
engagement practices need to 
recognize the opportunities present 
in different groups. Engage different 
groups – “invite the unemployed to 
be part of an incubator to solve any 
number of issues”.   Millennials, and 
the willingness of millennials, were 
identified as an opportunity. One 
table suggested turning economic 
challenge into an opportunity – more 
available labour in Calgary creates 
an opportunity for Calgarians to serve 
other cities remotely (from Calgary). 
Another table identified the opportunity 

to employ vulnerable people, though 
also identified that this comes with 
the challenge of added costs. Final 
thought – responsible business 
practices create employment for 
the community and the opportunity 
responsible business presents for 
an organization is to become “the 
employer of choice”.

OTHER IDEAS - SOUND BITES: 
Show examples that responsible 
business works. Create a basic 
standard and creating a more unified 
definition of CSR. Initiative and 
movement in social entrepreneurism 
(new models from non-profit to self-
sufficient social purpose). 

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES 
IDENTIFIED:
• Life cycle analysis in products 
• Harnessing expertise and help 

SME’s
• Replacing best practices with 

innovative practices that are better
• Working from a strengths based 

framework - utilizing community 
assets

• “Being transparent and 
accountable. Having progress 
reports, operational plans.

• Evolving, innovating how we 
convey information. Taking 
advantage of social media, videos, 
etc.”

• Mentors 



How can we harness innovations that will further social, economic, and environmental 
interests and the bottom line?

Ways to harness innovation in many ways echoed the opportunities that arise in the context of social business.

EDUCATION:
• Create opportunities for people to see/understand that there are different alternatives – encourage courageous 

thinking within businesses
• Ensure education is current – global in focus
• Train to think beyond just the traditional sectors
• Educate on process rather than data (which is changing faster than curriculum changes)
• Initiate cultural awareness - holistic practice in companies can look different

MODELS:
• Instead of maximizing shareholder profit, funnel it to social wellness/progress
• Partnerships
• Acknowledgement that the bottom line is important
• Support/grow the B Corps movement
• Forced collaboration

SUPPORT:
• Investors need to fund creativity - take a risk and be courageous
• Partnerships

IDEAS:
• Bring diversity across not only people’s race, but age, sex, class, education, and youth
• Stock options/employee revenue sharing
• Community owned energy programs 
• Collectives (community engagement)
• Diversification and working together with other industries to utilize and introduce products and services to the market

“You don’t have to separate what you do to make a material impact in community with how you make money; Those 
two things actually coexist and they work extremely well together.  In fact, the more they work together the more 

impact they will create and the profit you will generate.”
- Philip Haid



Responses included general concepts, 
corporate examples, academic 
institution partnerships, government 
action and an array of challenges and 
best practices. 

CONCEPT OF INTER-SECTOR 
COLLABORATION
One table emphasized focusing 
on the “common good” and local 
common agenda. This is relevant 
to the Lab model mentioned below, 
where in order to collaborate and 
reach solutions with so many different 
interests represented, participants 
need to focus on the commonalities. 
Notable quote: “collaboration is the 
new competition”. 

Many tables identified success with 
collaboration to solve problems. Other 
tables referenced partnerships that 
complement “each other's strategy/
business model”. Collaboration vs. 
silos – “we need each other rather 
than operating independently”.

Corporate examples here in Calgary 
both inspired, challenged and led 
to more questions. Some of the 
examples highlighted:

• Energy Futures Lab – lab model 
that brings all of the players 
together ”to “spearhead an 
initiative” recognizing that no 
one party or sector can come up 
with the perfect solution alone, 
but many parties together can 
discover creative solutions. 
energyfutureslab.com  

• Innovation labs as a means in 
which to invite other groups into 
the solution creating conversation. 

• Olympics as an example of an 
event that required collaboration 
between government, industry, 
non-profits, and academia. 

• Resolve Collaborative Campaign 
to end homelessness – brings 
together social service agencies 
together to make housing their first 

ROUND 2 – COLLABORATION & NEXT STEPS

How can industry work with government, non-profits, and 
academic institutions to contribute to our local community?

priority. resolvecampaign.com 

• Recognizing staff for volunteering. 
servus.ca/my-community/
community-involvement/
employee-involvement 

• SAIT – working and integrating 
with industry. 

• Innovate Calgary – bridging 
the gap between discovery and 
innovation.  

• Propellus – volunteer and capacity 
building in Calgary – connecting 
non-profits to local resources.

• Canadian Oil Sands Innovation 
Alliance - alliance of oil sands 
producers focused on accelerating 
the pace of improvement in 
environmental performance 
in Canada's oil sands through 
collaborative action and 
innovation. www.cosia.ca  

ACADEMIC INSTITUTION 
PARTNERSHIPS
There were many references to 
collaboration in the context of teaching 
and sharing skills and knowledge, 
specifically between industry and 
academic institutions. 

Roundtables noted that industry can 
work with non-profits and academic 
institutions by exchanging skills and 
knowledge, recognizing that this 
exchange is a two way street. It is 
interesting to note the word choice 
here, that an exchange, by its very 
nature, is an act of working together, of 
collaboration with the goal of creating 
benefit for all parties. 

Internships were highlighted as a 
means of “crossing the bridge between 
education and business”. Industry can 
also teach SME’s how to contribute in 
small ways and can “teach people who 
want to start businesses the skills they 
need.” Final thought – we need more 
information sharing.

Suzanne West, President & CEO
Imagine Energy

Roundtable Moderator

“We have complex problems in 
the world and we will solve them 

the best, together.  That if we 
recognize that we are connected 

to every single person in this 
room, every single person in this 
community, this beautiful city that 
we call home, every single person 

on this planet, we would care 
about them potentially as much 

as we care about ourselves. That 
when we care, we will potentially 

do something different, and 
we are in deep need of doing 

something different in the world.”
- Suzanne West



GOVERNMENT ACTION 
One table suggested that 
“conversations need to happen by the 
government to bring all stakeholders 
together.” Dialog was also suggested 
to “understand our goals and identify 
common goals”. 

One table stated that industry can 
work with government, non-profits, 
and academic institutions by having 
conversations around the B Corp 
movement and general policy change. 

Others referenced broader policy 
change needs. Some tables were 
in favour of increased government 
accountability and approachability 
and others for industries working 
with government to increase capacity 
building. One table suggested that 
“when governments listen more, 
people become more engaged in 
solving issues and that government 
can take the leadership on committing 
‘to doing business differently’” while 
another table opined that “it is difficult 
to connect… government and the non-
profit sector”. 

Other ideas included tax cuts for 
successful CSR certified companies 
and more CSR standards set by 
government. Many tables referenced 
the importance of good two/three way 
relationships between communities, 
industry and government. 

CHALLENGES
Many challenges were identified with 
respect to the ways in which different 
sectors can work together:

• Moving from silos of interest to 
interdisciplinary dialogue

• “Sometimes it’s more beneficial 
to contribute personally instead of 
through a business” 

• Service overlap between the 
government, non-profit, academic, 
and industry sectors – need to do 
a better job at working together 
in order to reduce duplication of 
efforts

• Need responsible investors – try 
investment micro trials at lower 
rates

• Consumers demanding lower 
cost services & products while 
expecting companies to pay living 
wages and adhere to labour 
standards globally

• Industry has strengths outside of 
just money

• Lack of unbiased research on the 
effectiveness of programs – need 
deliverables agreed by all partners 
and a clear definition of what 
success looks like

BEST PRACTICES EMERGED IN 
RESPONSE TO THE CHALLENGES:
• Industry can work with non-

profits and academic institutions 
by donating equipment and 
money while improving employee 
engagement and mentoring

• Need healthy industry to be able 
to support government/NPs/
academic

• Coach on conscious leadership 
across sectors

• Vitality meetings – cross-sector 
taskforces on different topics 
that establish a vision for moving 
forward (i.e. clean hydro carbons) 

• Build & understand community 
– understand how business 
practices affect the community; 
learn how business models can 
help non-profit initiatives 

• Encourage individuals (not just 
business and other organizations) 
to help

• B Corp model

• Connect professional mission with 
social purpose – find innovative 
ways to use strengths

• Opportunities for small CSR 
business ideas to create new 
commerce when they catch on

• Corporations and non-profits – 
opportunity for people in poverty 
to get into the workplace. Help to 
provide skills to enter or re-renter 
the workforce

• “If First Nations had a more 
cooperative type business model 
they could help in diversifying 
businesses within the First Nations 
culture... red tape can be a road 
block” for First Nations small 
business

NOTABLE QUOTES:
 

“Change the conversation from 
what we need to what we can 

give”. 

 “We can do it when the ‘chips 
are down,’ so why can’t we do it 
all the time; people need to see 
the ongoing crisis of poverty and 
inequality” [not just the one time 

disasters].

The “need to garner personal 
responsibility starts at home.” “Be 

pragmatic fact based, remove 
emotion, stay solutions oriented.

“We need to think about this issue 
(poverty) as we need to think 
about so many others through 
a frame of these three things: 

policy, programs, people…Most 
important of these is every single 

one of us understanding that 
poverty is a problem for the whole 

community, it is a community 
failure.”

- Mayor Naheed Nenshi

“My deep desire is that we move 
toward a future of “we”.  That we  
care deeply as much about our 

future as somebody else’s future.  
That we care about collaboration 
ten times more than being better 
than someone else; that we take 

the same energy that we use 
right now in being better than 

each other and using it instead to 
bring the best out of each other.” 

- Suzanne West



What is on the horizon for your organization in terms of being stewards of the public interest 
in Calgary?

• Vermillion – operations in Europe focused on geothermal energy, tomato farmers using water from oil production

• Poppy Barley – company that sells leather shoes “designed in Canada, ethically crafted in Mexico”  making sure it’s a 
socially and sustainable business – building relationships and developing/investing” in communities

• Vision Calgary and community associations

• Spud.ca – emphasis on the “local food economy” and the theme of pop-up farmer’s markets and agricultural co-ops

• Dream Centre – expanding into a women’s addiction & recovery program following successes of men’s program, also 
looking at developing youth program

• Calgary regional partnership working to get high speed & affordable internet across southern Alberta in response to 
education needs

• Fig Tree Foundation – significant downsizing and collaborations

• Better use of unused food and waste reduction at farm level

Big Question: “Would the city miss you if you disappeared or are you disposable?



Forum attendees varied in their 
familiarity with the SDGs but this 
led to lively discussion ranging from 
understanding the SDGs, challenges, 
benefits of a common agenda, specific 
organizational initiatives and general 
observations. 

UNDERSTANDING THE SDGS 
How do people know about these 
initiatives?
One table asserted that the SDGs 
“create a framework that is huge”, 
stating that because of the large scope 
of these goals, companies need to 
decide to prioritize a few goals that are 
particularly relevant to their company 
– so that their company can actually 
work towards making a difference in 
specific areas. This was a sentiment 
reiterated by many other tables. 

One table further expanded on the 
reasoning as to why companies 
should be free to choose which goals 
to pursue, stating that companies 
should evaluate what their skills and 
competencies are and then “involve 
the people to achieve the goals that 
are linked to the [selected] SDGs”. 

ROUND 3 – GLOBAL INITIATIVES & TELLING YOUR STORY
How do global initiatives like the 2015 Sustainable Development Goals impact or influence 
your organization?

Another perspective – “business 
needs to grasp the SDGs that they 
can influence and collaborate across 
industry association”. Question – what 
can different organizations align with, 
in terms of the SDGs, that works with 
what they are already doing?

CHALLENGES WITH THE SDGS
Despite all the support for these goals, 
there were differing opinions on how 
these global initiatives impact and 
influence the organizations that were 
present at the Forum.

One table stated that “goals and 
frameworks are abstract and self 
serving” and asked, “how do we solve 
our neighbours’ issues and how do we 
ask them to help solve ours?” 

A similar observation was that the 
SDGs are “too big to be relevant” 
and that “this framework absolves 
individual responsibility.” One table 
observed that “some businesses are 
not concerned with SDGs for the far 
future because they don’t agree with 
their bottom line.” This is interesting 
because the same table noted that 

“there is a shift happening… because 
the corporate social responsibility 
cannot be separate from their profit 
initiatives”. So while SDGs may not 
immediately appear to be profitable, 
there is need for integration between 
profit and social motives. 

One table identified the need to 
“get companies to look outside 
of risk and fiduciary [duty]. Many 
private companies say they cannot 
balance the goals with shareholder 
responsibility.”

COMMON AGENDA 
There was a theme focused on 
these goals bringing people together, 
towards a common agenda. One table 
mentioned that these goals encourage 
“education towards respect and 
sustainability”, promoting the concept 
of a “global citizen” and “bringing 
people together” around a common 
set of goals. Though the global goals 
aren’t actually that well known yet, 
conversations around those goals 
and topics are increasing. Many 
companies are already pursuing those 
kind of goals without knowing about 

From left to right: Suzanne West, President & CEO - Imagine Energy (Roundtable Moderator; Andrea Goertz, SVP Strategic Initiatives and Chief Com-
munications and Sustainability Officer - TELUS; Birol Fisekci, President & CEO - Bordeaux Developments Inc.; Leslie Quinton (former) Vice President, 

Corporate Communications - Air Canada



the UN’s initiatives – organizations  
should “create awareness of what 
they’re already doing” to promote and 
enhance a triple bottom line. 

Final thoughts: 
Organizations should move away 
from being propelled by “shoulds” and 
rather internalize values – pursuing 
things like the SDGs “needs to 
come out of who we are rather than 
something we have to do.” 
Along this theme, another table saw 
SDGs as a “framework for innovation, 
shifting from ‘should’ to action”. 

ORGANIZATION EXAMPLES
Initiatives and impacts for different 
organizations or types of organizations 
with respect to the SDGs varied.

• Organize films in festivals around 
the SDGs

• Use social media as a means 
through which to communicate 
and increase awareness around 
SDGs

• Educational institutions: creating 
awareness through curriculum 
redesign, developing research 
strategies that will yield to a clear 
objectives 

• Calgary regional partnerships 
– initiatives that follow SDGs – 
education help, keeping people 
in the community, sustainable 
development

• Propellus – collaboration and 
tools and templates that will make 
reporting easier

• Enbridge – clear water, climate 
action, affordable and clean 
energy

• Attainable Homes – more focused 
in what they deliver rather than 
impact they have

• Yunus social entrepreneurs – 
measure the impact

• University of Calgary – 
international development week 
February focused on SDGs

OTHER OBSERVATIONS
An array of other notable comments 
and best practices were identified. 

• These kinds of global goals cause 
organizations to ask themselves 
“how daily tasks contribute to 
goals within corporate framework 
to work towards SDGs and leave a 
social legacy for the community”

• Current generation seems to be 
very concerned with SDGs and 
are looking for companies that 
support their ideals

• SDGs encourage organizations 
to have conversations and make 
others more aware of what’s 
happening

• SDGs have created target areas 
for client companies

• Non-profits are not yet tying their 
goals to the SDGs

• Develop ways for companies who 
are supporting non-profits to show 
how they are being successful 
through the project they are 
supporting

• Maintain and develop networks 
and work together to share 
strengths and progresses to 
improve how industries work

• Introduce SDGs to workplace, 
family settings, kids

• Industry can help through 
partnerships to scale effective 
contribution to society

• Companies can have preferred 
suppliers focused on sustainability

• Embed sustainable mindset into 
corporate culture – make each 
sustainable initiative known 
throughout company and keep 
everyone informed

• Poverty reduction in Calgary 2023 
by 50% - tap into indigenous 
entrepreneurs and academia

“We know that the [SDGs] will 
not be successful if we do not 
collaborate between industry, 

government, civil society and the 
various sectors of our society.  

Because remember that the SDGs 
are not just an international - what 
is Canada doing overseas to help 
other countries-  they’re universal 

goals -what is Canada doing 
internally to fully engage and 

leverage the full potential of all of 
Canada?”

Phillip Haid, Founder & CEO  - Public Inc. (Roundtable Keynote)



Social media and videos were highlighted as a key way to share companies’ stories. One table suggested taking complex 
data and making it available and understandable to everyone through both the use of videos to give the informational 
highlights and providing more detailed notes for a more in depth look at information like sustainability reporting – 
deconstruct the information so that it is more timely.  

One table talked about the importance of authenticity in communicating information, particularly citing the mistrust 
prevalent in specific industries. 

Finally, sustainability reporting was suggested as a means to provide a more holistic view of a company. 

Justice Film Festival – the use of film to bring stories to life and facilitate discussion around the movie topics. 

Patagonia – documentaries, investing in social movements to make people aware of different social issues. 

Energy Futures Lab – platform  to facilitate dialogue and create goals and benchmarks for companies. 

This summary highlights key themes and other notable observations and ideas from the 2016 Executive Roundtable 
based on notes taken at individual tables and review of video of the event. No formal qualitative or quantitative analysis of 
content was performed.

“Brag about your company with 
passion.”

“Tell stories that highlight working 
from the ground up and breaking 

the cycle.” 

How do you tell your story about progress and your challenges in strengthening your industry 
and the world we live in?

This report was compiled by Angie Redecopp, Soul of the Next Economy Forum 
Chair and Stephanie Maekelburger, 2015 Soul of the Next Economy Forum 
Coordinator, with assistance from Ambrose student volunteers in transcribing 
data and the 2016 student coordinators with other data collection. 

“Communicate about successes, 
challenges and failure.” 

“There is a difference between 
bragging and inspiring.”

“ Ask questions. Vote with your 
wallet.  Invest in what you think is 
right. But also what is your identity 

and legacy; what do you want 
people thinking and saying about 

you?”
- Helle Bank Jorgensen


